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Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft

should address these considerations. Fuel Tanksâ€”Know .... air flow's direction smoothly. Use a plenum, horn .... water droplets and foreign in the tanks to move ... 
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when higher temperatures add n homebuilt aircraft accito vapor lock problems. dents that are not the reRegardless of their cause, fuel sult of human factors, the system emergencies most often fuel system is the most freresult in an engine that stops quent cause of serious running. This stoppage is most mishaps. Many accidents related to the fuel system also critical during takeoff and involve pilot error, such as inclimb-out because the pilot has little time to remedy the probaccurate knowledge of fuel quantity or mismanagement of fuel selector valves, but lem (see "Better Pilot," page 106). many are the result of system design errors that can inFuel starvation on takeoff or climb-out is often revite pilot error. Some accidents may wait until summer lated to the fuel selector valve. Under stress even the



Ensuring safety and a steady flow of fuel
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Homebuilt airplanes have a tendency to suffer from fuel system accidents early in their flying experience while the pilotbuilder is sorting out the airplane.



most experienced pilots can mismanage the selector valve, especially when it suffers from poor labeling, inaccessibility, mechanically weak handles, actuators, or valve stems, and indefinite positioning detents. Vapor lock is another system-related cause of fuel accidents. One of the causes of vapor lock is the engine-driven fuel pump, which can become a teapot that boils fuel. When the engine becomes hot, so does the engine-driven fuel pump, and the only thing that effectively keeps the pump cool is



needle valve orifice or fuel-injection servo unit. At idle, enough bubbled fuel may make it to the engine to keep it running, but such will not be the case when applying full power for takeoff or a go-around, which requires 2.5 to 4 times more fuel flow than a cruise-power setting. On descent, many vapor lock incidents are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel return line that sends some of the engine-driven fuel pump's output back to the fuel tank. This assures a substantial fuel flow through the



result not only of outright failures of system components, but also from things we rarely think about, such as: • Not knowing how much fuel you can put into a tank. For example, in a three-point attitude the taildragger's tanks appear full, but the angle doesn't allow fuel to fill the uphill portion of



the flow of fuel. When the engine is hot (from the tank. waiting for takeoff or maintaining • Small vent tubes easily oba cruise-power setting) and there is structed by a single drop of waprecious little fuel flow (throttle at ter or an insect. If air can't reidle before takeoff or on descent), place the space occupied by fuel the engine-driven fuel pump can in the tanks, the resulting sucget so hot that it creates little bub- pump even at idle throttle settings. tion will reduce or stop the flow Homebuilt airplanes have a tenof fuel. bles in the fuel. These bubbles have a hard time getting through the dency to suffer from fuel system ac- • High-pressure boost pumps that cavitate, causing an interruption small openings into the carburetor cidents early in their flying experience while the pilot-builder is or surge in fuel flow. The fuel flow sensor should be heat sorting out the airplane. Some acci- • Fuel selector valves stick or don't dents may wait until summer when shielded. The fuel filter is best if it have clearly defined detent posican trap particles as small as 10 miits higher temperatures add to vations. • A leaking gascolator gasket that crons. 12V pumps and engine pumps por lock problems. normally have built-in check valves. Fuel system accidents are the lets little or no fuel escape but LEFT TANK AFT
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admits air hubbies into the system. Vibration-induced cracking and leakage of fuel tanks. Split a l u m i n u m t u b i n g flares that leak or introduce air to the system. Creating inadvertent flap valves in fuel hoses by assembling the connectors improperly. Foreign bodies in the fuel tank that can plug fuel lines and filter screens and jam boost and highpressure pumps. Inadequately sized elbows or other fittings. Leaky carburetor floats. Leaks in fuel injector servo diaphragms. An unsupported vibrating fuel hose that partially obstructs flow. Worn or grooved connector fittings that leak air or fuel.



The hose clamp fitting on the left should only be used in low pressure and low heat portions of the fuel system. The blue fitting, far left, is proper for use with the hose clamp, while the sawed-off aluminum tubing is not. The blue and red hose fitting is not recommended for aircraft use. The yellow AN-491 fitting is the preferred type. Far right is a cutaway of the AN-491 fitting showing its secure grip on the braided AN-303 hose.



FlowScan fuel totalizer transducer can produce a pressure drop of up to 0.5 psi. Thus, il you install a fuel • flow meter in an airplane with a gravity fuel system, you should Leaks and foreign body obstruc- also install a boost pump. In an engine with a small flow tions are more critical in highpressure (fuel-injected) than low- requirement, air being sucked into pressure systems ( f o r obvious the fuel flow can be as obstructive reasons). The fire hazard is also as vapor lock. Fuel leaks are easier greater in high-pressure systems to find than air leaks because air because they have more connec- leaks don't always leak fuel. tions and plumbing in the engine compartment, and boost pump failures and pump priming failures are more prevalent there. A gravity fuel system seems simple and reliable, but the engine it feeds can be plagued by an interruption or reduction of the small fuel supply pressure the gravityfeed system generates. For example, most carburetors require a minimum fuel pressure of 0.5 psi. To create this pressure, a gravity-fed fuel system must have an 18-inch gravity column, meaning the fuel tank is 18 inches above the carbu- Facet interrupter-type fuel pump retor. This distance may be greater (beer can pump) is often used as a to account for the loss of pressure boost pump. Note the removable caused by tubes, filters, valves, el- end cap which provided easy acbows, connectors, etc., and to over- cess to the enclosed filter. These come the carburetor's float needle pumps work best when mounted vertically and are reliable enough valve, which sticks occasionally. The t i n y turbine wheel in a for continuous use.



The preceding is only a partial list of potential fuel system problems, but it should communicate the importance of not underestimating the fuel system design— and construction. ,.,.• - • • ' ..-"i.-i{



Design Considerations When designing a fuel system, or m o d i f y i n g one, homebuilders should address these considerations. Fuel Tanks—Know how much you can put into them every time. In other words, make sure they are not attitude or vent sensitive. They must be of sound construction, unlikely to develop cracks (and leaks) with time and vibration, and crashworthy, which requires substantial protection against rupture on impact or deformation. Tanks must not have low spots behind baffles or in corners where water can collect. Vibration, especially in fourcylinder airplanes, must receive generous respect as a potentially destructive force, producing damage to structures, cracks, and leaks. Sump—At its lowest point, a fuel tank must have a sump of adequate depth and size with a screen and drain valve. An auxiliary tank with a good low-point drain and a "no-takeoff" restriction is okay without a sump. Sport Aviation
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Port Protection—Use slosh gates or check valves and baffles in the tank to keep fuel from moving away from the sump outlet during uncoordinated flight or turns on the ground. Vents—Use 3/8-inch tubing or larger to keep a frozen drop of water from obstructing it. Run the tubing the shortest distance possible and avoid the horizontal because water or moisture will collect there instead of running out. Running a second backup vent is desirable. Valves—Use the simplest, sturdiest system possible, such as ON and OFF. The fuel selector valve should be in clear sight, should be properly labeled, and should not be prone to sticking. One alternative is a separate ball-type valve for each tank, arranged so that the handle position is obvious. Also, these valves are more reliable and don't stick. Boost Pump—Boost pumps, especially on fuel-injected aircraft, must either be inside the sump or have a short gravity-fed inlet so they will be self-priming (if there's fuel in the tank). All pumps have a surprisingly limited capacity for lifting fuel uphill, and an air leak in that suction line can severely reduce that capability. Do not suck fuel uphill or forward. This can pull bubbles into the fuel, inviting cavitation. Aircraft acceleration moves fuel backward and down, and that's where the inlet of the boost pump should be if it is not in the sump Protect the pump inlet with a screen or filter to safeguard it from foreign bodies, which can jam it. You must be able to inspect and clean this filter, and it is often in the pump body. Such is the case with the Facet "beer can" interrupter pump. It



also includes a check valve and is suitably reliable for continuous



use. Leaving the boost on all the time can eliminate the suction 38
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The FlowScan fuel flow transducer should be mounted with the wires exiting topside.



that an engine-driven pump cre- ated heat is more intense that most ates, which is a major factor in va- people imagine, and with the expor lock. haust pipes it can lead to a fire durFuel Routing—After it passes ing an accident or in flight should through the filter, fuel should pass a fuel leak develop. If necessary, through a T-fitting, with one side use a metal heat shield between going to the boost pump and the the exhaust pipes and nearby hoses other to the engine-driven pump. (or wires). The temperature of fuel If you use a return line downstream should be kept below 100° F at all from the engine-driven pump, this times because it has been shown requires a check valve downstream that vapor bubble formation is of both pumps. Most production very likely above this temperature. aircraft use a series routing from Fuel Lines—Use the proper size the boost pump through the en- hose and fittings. AN 303 hose and gine-driven pump to the carb or AN 491 fittings are accepted as servo. Because it's hard to criticize standard. The pipe sealant product, success, I don't wish to condemn "PST," is an excellent product to it. However, my opinion is that a seal tapered NPT pipe threads on safer system is a parallel system as fittings. It is safer to use than Teflon tape which poses the risk of shedreferred to above. Fuel Lines & Devices—Do not ding strands of Teflon into the fuel expose fuel lines and devices to system. In the engine compartheat, especially the exhaust pipes. ment, protect fuel lines with a fire sleeve. Forward of the firewall, steel fittings are better than aluminum. FlowScan fuel flow transducers PST is a reliable, fuel-resistant pipe thread sealant that is safer than ; Teflon tape. . ^ •; ' • < < • • • v-,.•',:



This helps to prevent vapor lock and fire in case of a fuel leak in flight or during an accident. Radi-



should be mounted as level as possible with the wires that exit from the transducer topside to avert trapped bubbles. FlowScan inlet and outlet fittings should maintain straight paths for two inches, if possible, to avoid turbulence inside the lines. These lines should probably be no smaller than 3/8-inch



O.D. or AN-6 size hose. depends on accurately knowing container. Fuel Return Lines—When the how much fuel you start with. To get the air into the carburethrottle is closed or at idle, precious Header & Aux Tanks—Header tor, don't use a curved elbow fitlittle fuel flows through the engine- and auxiliary fuel tanks pose prob- ting because it doesn't change the driven pump. Because the fuel flow lems, including the selector valve air flow's direction smoothly. Use a cools the pump, a fuel return line is hazard, but they are a reasonable plenum, horn, or diffuser. appropriate. What is required to do alternative if designed well. Don't Overflow Drains—Make sure this is a T-fitting in which a small use a f i r e w a l l as one w a l l of a the drains from the engine-driven fitting is placed within a #60 pump, induction inlet spidrilled hole or a 0.040-inch dider, inlet plenum box, filters, ameter hole. This will return and gascolators take their approximately 5 to 7 gallons fluids overboard at a point per hour to the tank even with safely away f r o m exhaust the throttle closed. All Contipipe exits. A manifold collecnental fuel-injected engines tor and single drain often are use a similar arrangement. useful here. Fuel Filters—Gascolators Carburetor Heat—Stanare not sacred devices. They dard and necessary, carb were designed lor fuel tanks heat can easily be combined without sumps or sump with cabin heat. Pulling the drains. On tanks with sump carb heat knob (which is atdrains they become supple- An aluminum heat shield protects the orange tached to a cable) turns off mentary, and they often are fire-sleeved fuel line from the exhaust pipe in cabin heat with a two-way the sources of fuel and air the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. flap valve. Be sure any unleaks. Where lank sump drains used carb or cabin heat air are provided, good fuel filters of header tank because it vibrates— flows overboard, so there's a conseveral types are better than gasco- and gets hot. stant flow of air over the shrouded lators and safer and less prone to A VW Beetle-like stand pipe in segment of exhaust pipe. Without the main tank is one alternative to this air flow, that segment of pipe leaks and damage. Gascolators must be of adequate an aux tank—or a separate tank will bum through and become an size and accessible to inspection, within the main tank that fills au- early carbon monoxide and/or fire draining, cleaning, or replacement. tomatically—or a spare tank that hazard. Belly Protection—In case of a Beware of small automotive filters. transfers into the main tank. Outer A slug of dirt in the fuel could ob- wing panels are the best locations gear-up landing (or a gear-collapse struct them. 1 use a I ; KAM HPG-1 for aux tanks, for structural as well one in a fixed-gear aircraft), any fuel filter in my Glasair III. Com- as safety reasons. exposed or vulnerable fuel-conAir Inlet System—Air is the taining structures, such as a sump, m o n l y used in racing cars and boats, it has a 13-ounce capacity other half of the fuel combustion filters, drains, gascolators, etc., and a steel case into which you can equation, and the air inlet must be should have mechanical protecunobstructed and of adequate size. tion. A strong belly plate or put a drain valve. Gauges—In addition to standard Using a too-small air filter counts longeron-like braces in the belly fuel gauges, a reliable, simple me- as an obstruction, and no filter is pan are examples of mechanical chanical gauge or sight tube makes better than one that obstructs the protection. Make sure no drain a good backup, especially when it inlet air and upsets the fuel-air valve or such structure projects gets to the tank's last few gallons. A mixture, which can causes erratic from the aircraft; it could break off during a belly landing. float switch with a warning light is throttle-mixture correspondence. Air filters are highly desirable, another good alternative (Aircraft Spruce carries this switch). but they must receive the same de- Fueling Your Aircraft Fuel gauges are justifiably mis- sign consideration as any other Putting fuel into your aircraft tanks trusted, but they are also usually of system. In other words, don't use deserves care and forethought. As low quality. Reliable separate gaug- whatever is convenient (often the fuel flows through a hose and nozing of the last 1/10 or so of fuel can case on homebuilts). Be sure the zle, it creates static electricity that be very accurate. Flow meters and filter will act as a flame arrestor in can arc between the nozzle and the totalizers are not a substitute for case of a backfire by containing it fuel tank's filler neck—and ignite . . • fuel gauges because their accuracy in a flow-out and suck-in proof the fuel vapor. Sport Aviation
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Any mass of metal with an adjacent semi-conductor fluid (gasoline, with some moisture in it) has some capacitance, which makes it the target for a static electric arc from the fuel hose nozzle (which may or may not be grounded) or the pouring spout of a jerry can or plastic fuel container. To prevent this, make sure your aircraft is grounded when fueling, and make sure the nozzle is touching the filler neck. If you have a composite aircraft, make sure you ground the metal fuel filler cap ring. To ground the filler neck ring, use an 18-gauge wire with a plated crimp-on f i t t i n g that is attached to the ring by a plated AN bolt and washer. Make sure you use plated f i t t i n g s to minimize galvanic corrosion of the dissimilar metals. (You can also use an a l u m i n u m bolt or rivet and wire, but a l u m i n u m wires and connectors have given poor performance in the presence of moisture.) Using proper mounting techniques, route the wire into the cockpit and connect it to the ground bus through a resistor (approximately 1 meg ohm, 1 watt). The resistor limits the power of any static discharge by "spreading out" the discharge time, which turns the discharge arc to a coronalike discharge that is less likely to ignite the gas fumes. In any case, when fueling it is good practice to keep the nozzle in contact with the filler neck. If both



the filler neck and the nozzle are grounded, there should be no prob-



lem. But you can't be too sure about some gas hoses and nozzles or ground connectors to an airplane from the truck or pump. You should also ground the sump's finger screen with an a l u m i n u m grounding line or connector. Use great care when f u e l i n g from plastic (polyethylene) cans because this material has great potential to generate a lot of static 40
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electricity when gasoline flows over it or when it's rubbed against another material. Metal cans are much safer. When preflighting your aircraft, take the preflight task of draining the fuel sumps and inspecting the fuel quantity and quality seriously because it can save you from one of the most terrifying emergencies—an engine failure on takeoff or climbout. Water is the chief enemy, followed by foreign bodies of all kinds. When draining the sumps, always empty them into a cup or container so you can inspect the fuel for the proper color—and contamination. If you find contamination, keep draining the sumps into a container until you get no further evidence of it. Depending on what caused the contamination, you can drain gallons before getting clean fuel if dirty, buried fuel storage tanks are the culprit. As it is with high-wing Cessna's with fuel bladders, rocking the wings at the start of your preflight inspection and draining the fuel sumps last isn't a bad idea for any airplane. This motivates reluctant water droplets and foreign in the tanks to move toward the sumps, and checking the fuel last gives them time to get to the sumps. To a limited extent, water is soluble in gasoline, and this is particularly important in winter (see "Mixing Winter Flying with Fuel, Oil, and Water," December 1986). As fuel in the tanks cools overnight, some water precipitates out as droplets even when the tanks are full. If it's cold enough, these droplets can become slush or ice crystals that can obstruct fuel screens. This cold-weather problem is not only an important preflight consideration, it's also a consideration on long flights at altitude. The remedy in both cases is to make sure that the fuel isn't contaminated before flight. . ,> - . . - • . . . This list of fuel system consider-



ations is, of course, incomplete. My emphasis here has been on those items that are the most important from a safe-design standpoint. Homebuilders sometimes suffer from "ran out of room" problems when something like a fuel filter or an air filter demands a place, and they compromise by giving the last items on the list less than top-quality design. Don't yield to this temptation — rebuild or rearrange things so that fuel priority is properly respected. If you must put fuel system components in the engine compartment (where all the heat and ignition sources are), group them together and build a good metal box around them, which is positively ventilated. Place the vent exit as far away from the exhaust pipe as possible. In fuel systems, the enemies are heat, water, leaks, foreign bodies, static electricity, vibration, and devices that invite human error.



Author's Note: Dr. Lyle Powell, my father-in-law, was an ophthalmologist whose passion was the study of aircraft design. After spending 10 years building racing cars, he built three homebuilt aircraft. His knowledge of aircraft systems and maintenance and his understanding of how things work became legendary among his friends throughout EAA. Lyle shared his knowledge and helped dozens of aircraft builders create better, safer flying machines. just before his death in April 2000, Lyle agreed to have his article on Fuel System Design, originally published in April 1987 EAA Sport Aviation, re-



vised with some updated information derived from the CAFE Foundation flight test program. Because it contains many potentially life-saving "pearls of wisdom" about fuel system design, it is a fitting legacy that Lyle's wisdom be revisited. —Brien Seeley, President, CAFE Foundation
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are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Fuel Systems For Homebuilt Airplanes 

horizontal (because of water droplet precipitation), with .... Water droplets on the floor of a gas tank ... ment, control or direction of any such event. April 25-26 ...
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gonomic practices, fuel selector valves being the most prominent. It is abso- lutely amazing ... which is such a good "teapot" for boiling fuel. When the .... sump drains they become unneces- sary, or at best .... 1 watt). This resistor limits the po










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft 

harnesses to elaborate enclosures and noise suppression ... During the Golden Age of Aviation, when .... If your resources are sufficient for new radios, I'd ...










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft 

radio frequencies of the VHF aircraft band are between. 108 and 136 mHz. ..... a balun of this type would make the antenna look like an 18 ohm load to the 50 ...










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Static System For The Homebuilt Aircraft 

by as much as 500 ft. or even more. That is the ... of minus 1,000 ft. to plus 1,000 ft. the altimeter must read within plus or minus 20 ft. of actual altitude, from 1,000.










 








Aircraft Fuel Systems Prelims.p65 - Marv Golden 

content than gasoline. Inhibitors may be added to reduce corrosion and oxidation. Anti-icing addi- tives are also being blended to prevent fuel icing. a. Volatility.










 








Aircraft Fuel Systems Prelims.p65 - Marv Golden 

Pump-feed Systems. Low-wing airplanes cannot use gravity to feed the fuel to the carburetor, and these airplanes use a fuel system similar to that in figure 6-5.










 








Engine Break-In For New Homebuilt Aircraft 

at least one with a top overhaul. Even the replacement of one cylinder re- quires a break-in regimen. How then do you break-in the engine and per- form taxi ...










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...
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craft. The location where static pressure is to be measured is somewhat critical and sometimes difficult ... By trying various static locations on the aircraft the home- ... pitot tube assembly to the wing. That is the hardest part of the job complet










 








Engine Break-In For New Homebuilt Aircraft 

times, and I have often wanted to try to design one that would adapt to a number of engines, and could be read- ily folded up to ship to customers. One of these ...
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Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.
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high, vapor locks can form in the fuel lines. ... lowing water to condense in the tanks. ... As the fuel air ratio is increased, it ... only for combustion, but also for cool-.










 








Fuel and fuel systems 

combustion and to help in starting the engine. If the vaporization rate is too high, vapor locks can form in the fuel lines. AVGAS needs to be free of any com-.










 








FUEL SYSTEMS 

Fuel is drawn from the boat fuel tank through a water ...... This step identifies if the relay is functioning prop- ...... 4. Proper size and pitch propeller for application.










 








FUEL SYSTEMS 

DESCRIPTION. Lb. In. Lb. Ft. Nâ‹…m. Fuel Pump Bracket to Cylinder Head. 25. 34. Fuel Lines. 18 ... Make sure that no fuel leaks exist before closing engine hatch.










 








FUEL SYSTEMS 

DO NOT smoke or allow sources of spark or flame in the area while ... being supplied to seawater pickup pump, or ... Fuel pickup should be at least 1 in. (25 mm) ...
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As a bulb and system check, the lamp will come ON with the key on ...... REPEATEDLY TOUCH TEST LIGHT TO KNOCK SENSOR HARNESS. CONNECTOR ...










 








Tuned Exhaust Systems For Aircraft Engines 

Because Lycoming and Continental engines operate at practically constant ... The combustion chamber entry of the incoming fuel â€” air charge begins during ...










 








Aircraft Magneto Systems 

An aircraft magneto is driven mechanically by the engine and it changes mechanical energy into electrical ... fuel-air mixture in the engine combustion chamber.










 








Aircraft Electrical Systems 

country on the topic of electrical sys- tem reliability. ... not tolerable; design goals require an airframe to .... Recall that it is more a service to ATC than it is to you.
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intake manifold, perhaps a nut plate installed to bring the screw in from .... E â€” For Composite Aircraft Â°. We are the only manufacturer with a complete line N. F.
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